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(EDITORIAL - EDITORIALE)
From words to action: 149 sector Associations representing the whole European
industry asked for a long-term strategy for Europe’s industrial future, with a subheading that speaks loudly about what they are waiting for. From words to action,
exactly.
The request of concrete industrial policy underlines the importance of industrial
sector for the future of European Union but also the lack of a political vision that
could drive the change that is involving the sector. Industries ask for business-friendly policy environment, sustainability at business core, upgraded skills and training, enhanced research and innovation, investment and improved access to finance, reinforcement of the European Single Market and strengthened trade and
international market access.
It matches with the statements of some Members of European Parliament which
loudly ask for a wide range industrial policy, that starts from employees’ training
and skills enhancement for future workforce and comes up to custom duties and
unique European market.
For Machine Tools industry, in particular, the moment is difficult: foreign orders
are decreasing for Italy and Germany, the leading European countries in the sector,
and also domestic orders are losing some points from 2018, the new opportunities in industrial technologies are calling some companies to modify of their production processes and are destabilizing some companies that produced some parts
in a traditional way that now are built with innovative techniques.
So, innovation can be a guiding skill in the industrial sector, but for some companies it could be not so easy to follow and sometimes innovation could mean also
decrease of orders and jobs.
All factors, from duties to environmental sustainability, need a strong and open
minded policy: for that European industry is mobilizing, asking European Union to
stop passing the buck and take control of the situation.
Concerning tubes sector, we are closing a difficult year, but approaching Tube2020
we can smell optimism in the air. Many innovation, many new technologies will
be showed during the exhibition and the great number of exhibitors that have already booked their booth is herald of a good edition.
For now, I would like to wish all our customers, readers, followers a happy new
year, full of satisfaction, success, love and friendship.
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TUBE 2020

Tube 2020, between
present and the challenges
for the future
From March 30th to April 3rd in
Düsseldorf, Germany, Tube 2020
will be held, one of the largest
and most important events on
the international tube world. For
five days the Düsseldorf exhibition center will become a global
information and communication
hotspot for the main players in
the wire, cable and pipe industries.
The event, which takes place
every two years, will deal with
industry, machines and raw materials as usual, but above all it
will be aimed at tube manufacturers, manufacturers of machines
for processing and processing
tubes, piping systems and accessories. and manufacturers of
measuring and control instruments for pipes, as well as pipe
and accessory dealers. Tube is
the world’s leading trade fair for
the piping industry and therefore the most important showcase
for all professionals who produce, work and use tubes, technological process tools and related
tools, measurement, testing and
control technology, profiles and
associated equipment , as well as
used machines for the mentioned
areas. Being Tube a trade fair for
visitors to the sector, it attracts
international experts, specialists,
innovators and, of course, world
market leaders in the sector, who
present on that occasion some of
the most innovative technologies
in the world of the tube. Tube is
therefore a show of a booming industry, and provides experts with
answers to the challenges of the
future.
In 2020 Tube will reunite around
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2,600 exhibitors on a total net
space of 115,000 square meters
in 15 exhibition halls. For the first
time since the fair was born, the
new multi-purpose pavilion 1,
which can hold up to 10,000 people with 12,027 square meters,
will offer Tube exhibitors new
presentation options. More space
also means greater potential for
growth: exhibitors will be able to
book even larger, versatile booths
with digital technology to present themselves and their product
portfolio optimally. In 2020 the
Wire and Tube duo expects over
70,000 visitors from around 130
countries.
Fasteners and springs will be
exhibited in pavilions 16 and 17,
the wire will instead be presented
in halls 9 to 12 and from 14 to
17. Machinery and equipment for
the production and processing of
thread, process engineering tools
and will be displayed. auxiliaries,
materials, fiber optic technologies, special wires and cables, as
well as innovations from the field
of measurement, control and automation technology.

Written by:
Mr. Eugenio Giannetta

In addition to manufacturers of
wire and cable machinery, wire
and cable products and resellers
in halls 9 to 12 and from 14 to 17,
knitting machines will be exhibited in Hall 15. They have to face
logistics with challenging challenges because these heavy machines require particularly thick
cables in the supply ducts to be
installed and connected to provide the power required for operation. In Hall 13, Chinese exhibitors will once again show their
wire and cable solutions under
the heading of China’s expertise.
In addition to raw materials, machinery and equipment, finished
products will be exhibited. The
entire process chain of the tube
industry will be presented at Tube
2020, in a targeted and consistent
manner in pavilions 1,3,4, 5, 6,
7.0 and 7a. The vast ranges include machinery and equipment
for the production, treatment and
processing of pipes, as well as
raw materials, pipes and accessories, used machinery, process engineering tools, auxiliary devices
as well as measurement, control,
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automation and inspection technology. These ranges are complemented by the trade in pipes and
tubes, OCTG technology, as well
as profiles, machines and plastic
pipes.
Pipe manufacturers and distributors are located in Halls 1, 3
and 4 and have ample space to
expose their machines, equipment and products extensively.
Following these rooms there are
the tube processors in rooms 5, 6
and 7a. In Hall 7.0, for example,
the competence of China will be
brought under the slogan “meet
the Chinese experience”. Over
more than 30 years, Wire and
Tube Düsseldorf have become
the main trade fairs of their industries, and now there are also
eleven international satellites that
revolve around the themes of
wires, cables and pipes. In their
regions they are market leaders,
the driving forces for local industries that enjoy high growth potential. The satellites in Russia,
Brazil, China, Thailand, India and
the United States are part of the
portfolio of Metals & Flow Technologies fairs made by Messe
Düsseldorf.
Among the key issues of the 2020
edition there will be a special focus on how robots and people
are joining forces; in fact, during
the fair the main updates and the
most important news from the
robotics sector will be surveyed.
Data on sales in this particular
sector are continuing to increase, the next step is to pay special
attention to artificial intelligence,
increasingly relying on robots,

and not just for precision welding, bending and cutting of pipes or for the transport and storage of pipes.
Data from the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) show how
the use of robots in industry, and
therefore also for the production
of tubes, has changed in purely
quantitative terms. In 2008, the
number of industrial robotics units worldwide was still 113,000.
In 2018 this number rose to
384,000 units. China is the main
customer. The Asian-Australian
market relies heavily on robot
support. The request was 260,000
units last year, 71,000 in Europe
and 49,000 in America. China remains by far the largest customer,
followed by Japan with just over
52,000 units. The United States,
the third largest market for robots, made a remarkable jump of
15% to a total of 38,000 units last
year. In Europe, according to the
German Mechanical Engineering
Industry Association (VDMA),
German robotics and automation
for the first time reached sales of
15 billion euros in 2018, an increase of 4%. Industrial robots
are used in particular for welding,
laser cutting and painting. Service robots are used for monitoring,
transport and cleaning purposes.
The advantages of the robot in the
industry are obvious: the advantages include increased productivity, production reliability and
stable processes. The challenge is
to be able to use robots even for
smaller production volumes. If
successful, it will open new models in robotics.

Tube China and India
Tube China is an international
exhibition for the tube industry,
held every two years in Shanghai.
It is one of the largest fairs in the
world for tube and pipe technology, which has established itself on
the market as a branch of that of
Dusseldorf. The exhibitors show
the entire range from production
and editing to tube processing
and present not only raw materials, pipes and fittings, but also
machines for the production of
tubes, technological process tools and various other instruments.
Tube China is only available to
professionals from very different
sectors such as iron, steel, metal,
automotive supplies, the electrical, construction, oil, gas and chemical industries, but also for technical trade, crafts, associations
and energy and water supply.
Since its founding in 2004, Tube
China works as a forum for innovative technologies and offers one
of the best platforms for trading
and networking. With the industry conference on current issues
and the challenges of the pipe
industry, the fair will be perfectly
rounded. In 2020 it will be held
for four days, from Wednesday 23
September to Saturday 26 September 2020 in Shanghai. With 16 years of experience, Tube China has
become one of the most influential events in the Asian tube and
pipe industry. The fair will be held
at the Shanghai International New
Expo Center with an exhibition
space of 112,500 square meters;
about 48,000 visitors and about
1,700 leading brands from over
30 countries are expected.
We will attend Tube H5 - J16
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Metav 2020, additive
manufacturing being
put into practice
There has been great deal of hype
surrounding the benefits of additive manufacturing for several
years now. Numerous companies
have invested in machines and
have been trying out the innovative manufacturing process. Such
trials often represent a cost-intensive learning process, but
the focus is now increasingly on
achieving verifiable successes.
The following practical applications show that the technology is
gaining more and more ground
in the machining production
environment. Trade visitors can
expect to encounter the entire
spectrum of 3D printing processes in the Additive Manufacturing
Area at METAV from 10 to 13
March 2020.

Additive manufacturing can be
used in a wide variety of ways. In
metal cutting, it is above all the
flexibility of the coolant lubricant
(CL) feed that is attracting attention. “Here, turning processes involving a coolant attachment or
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with narrow tools are deployed
in cases where conventional internal cooling cannot be used,”
reports Dr. Matthias Luik, Head
of Research & Development at
Paul Horn GmbH. The latest product with a 3D printing component from the Tübingen-based
tool specialists is the CL distributor disc for a reaming tool. A
number of special aspects must
be taken into account in additive
manufacturing (AM). “The subsequent machining of the functional surfaces means that appropriate structures must be created
for clamping the workpieces.
Internal stress, which leads to distortion of the components, must
also be taken into account. In this
case, the position of the components in the workspace is a decisive factor,” says Dr. Luik.
The wide range of potential AM
applications will make it economically viable to produce more
and more parts in this way in
the future to meet demand. In
many cases, hybrid construction
methods in which conventionally manufactured elements are
combined with additive components will prove advantageous
as means of reducing the machining work to a minimum. The
Tübingen tool specialists will be
showcasing their products at METAV and taking part in expert discussions.
Zero point clamping technology
for additive manufacturing
The entire process chain must
be considered if optimum results are to be achieved with AM.

Written by: daxTR
photo: Messe Düsseldorf/ctillmann

The design is no longer dictated
by the metal block of material,
but by the function of the component. “In machining, tool cooling is currently a crucial aspect,”
explains Jürgen Förster, Member
of the Management at AMF Andreas Maier GmbH & Co. KG
from Fellbach. 3D printing permits the incorporation of cooling
channels close to the contours,
even in the case of very small
machining, casting or injection
moulding tools. The integration
of optimised cooling channels in
the tools ensures faster cooling
of the workpieces and thus saves
enormous amounts of time.
In the field of machines and technology, it is innovations which
are driving additive manufacturing forward, as are networks
consisting of a wide variety of
companies, users and research
institutes which are pooling their
knowledge. “Series production
and a holistic approach to the
process are playing a key role,”
reports Förster. “Here, we started
to communicate openly from an
early stage in order to optimise
and standardise the various process steps in terms of clamping
technology. Our zero point clamping system offers the best uniform interface for both the printing process and the complete
post-processing stage.”
He believes that metal 3D printing will see rapid growth in the
future. The “trial and error” phase
is now giving way to a desire for
process reliability and automation. “As a solutions provider, we
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are already offering series-ready
products that optimise the entire
process and make it more economical,” says Förster. These will be
on show at METAV 2020 in Düsseldorf.
Focus on digitalisation and materials in the future
In recent years, the industry has
been concentrating increasingly
on raising the productivity levels
of additive processes. The focus
has now shifted towards process
stability and reproducibility. “For
this reason, process observation
has become a crucial factor. In
particular, the consistency of data
formats between the upstream
and downstream process steps
is becoming increasingly important,” reports Sebastian Bremen,
an expert in 3D printing at the
Fraunhofer ILT and Professor of
Additive Manufacturing at Aachen University of Applied Sciences. “The IDEA and IDAM research projects are developing such
process chains for turbomachinery engineering and the automotive industry with leading partners from industry, and should
be mentioned here.”
At present, only a few steel materials can be processed additively.
High-carbon steel in particular
leads to cracking due to the rapid
cooling and solidification rates in
additive processes such as Laser
Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF). For
this reason, it is easier to process
austenitic and martensitic steel
types. These materials are used,
for example, in the manufacture
of toolholders with an intelligent

cooling lubricant supply. “The
research aims both to identify
high-strength steels for the additive process and to make suitable
cutting materials available such
as tungsten carbide-cobalt (TCCO),” explains Bremen. The AiF
project AddSchneid, for example,
is taking an interesting approach:
near infrared emitters are used in
the LPBF process to heat the component to up to 800 °C in order
to avoid cracking. The aim is the
direct production of contour-aligned cutting tools for machining
with integrated lubricant supply
structures.
“I think that continuous digitalisation of the entire process chain,
the integration of sensors for process observation and for improving process stability as well as
artificial intelligence for data evaluation will become increasingly
important,” predicts Professor
Bremen. “In addition, materials
need to be developed that benefit
from the rapid cooling and solidification rates in additive processes. This will help broaden the
application spectrum of 3D printing processes.”
New materials opening up unlimited possibilities
Scarcely any other manufacturing technology has undergone
such rapid development in the
past five years as AM. Development has been seen not only in
the process itself but also in the
related design skills, calculation
models and analysis tools. In the
past, the surfaces had to be extensively reworked, but today this

can be minimised or dispensed
with entirely. The METAV exhibitor Iscar has been providing
additively manufactured tools
for its customers for many years.
3D printing techniques are used
when manufacturing with traditional methods is difficult or impossible. “Our new product campaign features a number of tools
that have never been available on
the market before,” reports Erich Timons, CTO and Member of
the Executive Board of Iscar Germany GmbH in Ettlingen. “These
include tools with very small diameters. When insert-based tools
with internal coolant channels
have to be produced, conventional methods quickly reach the
limits of what is feasible.” He believes that 3D printing is still in
its infancy. “The focus in the future will be on using new additive
materials,” says Timons. “This includes the additive production of
hard metals and hybrid materials.
There is enormous potential right
now, as it is possible to combine
completely different material properties.”
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Formnext 2019, Prima
Additive presents a new
solutions for metal additive
Prima Additive, the Prima Industrie division dedicated to Metal
Additive Manufacturing systems,
is exhibiting for the first time at
Formnext, the leading exhibition

dedicated to
additive manufacturing, held in
Frankfurt from 19 to 22 November (Hall 11, Stand C28).
The slogan “Add Something
New”, selected by Prima Additive for this exhibition, is an invitation to customers to unleash
the potential of Additive Manufacturing solutions for their business. Leveraging on more than
40 years’ experience in 3D and
2D laser processing machinery,
today the Prima Industrie group is
also a competent partner for the
3D metal printing sector. Prima
Additive products are designed
to allow customers to exploit the
competitive advantages of AM,
thanks to their high productivity,
first-rate process reliability, outstanding quality of finished parts,
and excellent performance-price
ratio.
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Launched in October during the
Innovation Days at the new Prima
Industrie Advanced Laser Center
in Collegno (Turin), the Print Genius 250 will be showcased for
the first time at an exhibition. The
PBF machine features a build volume of 262x262x350 mm and
is suitable for the fabrication of
medium-sized components. The
Print Genius 250 is the ideal solution for high productivity with
metal printing applications, reducing production times through
its dual single-mode 500W laser,
combined with intelligent software for fast part orientation and the
definition of machine parameters.
Optimized gas flow, which minimizes gas consumption, and the
capability to perform a complete material change in less than 2
hours are other strengths of this
innovative machine. The Print
Genius 250 is equipped with a
2-line filter unit for the recirculation of the gas inside the work
area, which maintains a high degree of machine cleanliness and
minimizes the replacement of
parts subject to wear. The new
HMI monitors in real-time the
building environment, the building plate, the dispenser and the
recoater, generating reports with
all of the key printing parameters.
The Print Genius 250 is suitable
for processing of a wide range of
materials including high strength steel, stainless steel, maraging steel, high-temperature nickel-based alloys (e.g. Inconel),
aluminium and copper alloys,
cobalt-chromium, and titanium.

Written by: Simona Di Giovanni
Prima Industrie Press Office

Also displayed for the first time
at a trade show, the LASERDYNE® 430 DED is a compact and
accurate laser metal deposition
platform with a working volume
of 585x400x500 mm and a high
build rate (max 40-50 cm3/h –
typical 20 cm3/h), and excellent
end-part properties, suitable for
3D fabrication, reworking and
repairing.
The LASERDYNE® 430 DED is
equipped with the Advanced
Head, an innovative multi-purpose DED laser head with a modular design that can be mounted in
different configurations to easily
adapt to multiple laser processes. Some of the strengths of the
new head are fusion metal pool
monitoring, pressurized optical
path that avoids dust infiltration
and a water-cooled nozzle for
continuous deposition, which
reduces the risk of powder adhesion during the process. The additive nozzle itself is manufactured using additive manufacturing
processes. The head also offers
easy maintenance and fast alignment of the powder to the laser
spot.
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addition of internal and external
features, coating deposition and
repair or build up activities on
existing parts - are in line with
the Circular Economy business
model, which aims to maintain
the value of products and materials for as long as possible, transforming resources at the end of
their life cycle into new input in
the value creation process.

The Advanced Head can be
mounted on all Prima Industrie
Laser Metal Deposition products,
and is also available as part of
Prima Additive’s Laser Metal
Deposition Kit, which includes
the head, a high-efficiency laser
source, a flexible powder feeder
and additive CAM software for
off-line programming. The kit can
be integrated into nearly any machinery and robotic system.

The new Convergent CS450 laser source, developed by Prima
Electro, will be also exhibited on
the Prima Additive stand. This is a
highly efficient and compact fiber
laser for Additive Manufacturing,

developed with the laser technologies expertise of the Prima
Industrie Group. The main benefits of this laser source are a high
beam quality, high efficiency (up
to 30% wall-plug efficiency), simple, compact, robust and maintenance free design, with long term
power stability.
Besides the additive manufacturing systems, Prima Additive
provides a full range of services,
covering the entire life cycle of
the system and technology. This
contributes to maximising the added-value benefits and profit for
our customers.

The flexibility of the LASERDYNE® 430 DED can be further
increased through the addition
of an optional roto-tilting table,
which adds two more axes for
more complex applications.
The LASERDYNE® 430 is also a
sustainable manufacturing solution, thanks to its Prima Electro
high efficiency, low maintenance
laser source which is available
from 1 to 6 kW. Furthermore,
the typical applications of this
machine - material and process
characterization / optimization,
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European industries unite
to call for an ambitious
EU industrial strategy
Industry4Europe, a coalition of
149 sector Associations representing the diversity of the EU’s
industrial base, published its new
Joint Paper ‘A long-term strategy for Europe’s industrial future:
from words to action’. Through
cross-sectoral recommendations,
the Industry4Europe coalition
contributes to the future EU industrial strategy announced by European Commission President-Elect Ursula von der Leyen.
The Joint Paper presents concrete
industrial policy proposals in seven priority fields; business-friendly policy environment, sustainability at business core, upgraded
skills and training, enhanced
research and innovation, investment and improved access to
finance, reinforcement of the European Single Market and strengthened trade and international
market access.
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The 149 industry organisations
behind Industry4Europe stand
united in their repeated calls for
an ambitious and long-term EU
industrial strategy that must help
Europe remain a hub for a leading, smart, innovative and sustainable industry, that provides
quality jobs and benefits all Europeans and future generations.
“With its skilled workforce and its
global reputation for quality and
sustainability, our industry is vital for Europe and its prosperity”,
said Philippe Citroën, Coordinator of the Industry4Europe Coalition. “The European Union needs
an ambitious industrial strategy
now to compete with other global
regions that have already put industry at the very top of their political agenda. It is essential for a
horizonal, coherent and focused
industrial policy to support the

Written by:
Dott. Alberto Manzo

backbone of the European economy and which protects citizens
and the global environment”.
European Commission President-Elect von der Leyen has said
clearly in her Political Guidelines for the upcoming mandate
that she would, “put forward my
plan for a future-ready economy,
our new industrial strategy”. The
Industry4Europe coalition welcomes this ambition and hopes
that its explicit policy recommendations will find a central place
in any comprehensive long-term
industrial strategy that comes out
of the EU institutions.
The Industry4Europe coalition
therefore looks forward to working with all policymakers – notably the designated Executive
Vice-Presidents Valdis Dombrovskis and Margrethe Vestager and
Commissioner Thierry Breton – to
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the thing is different: US duties
are against Europe, which is absurd. It is an internal war against
the West against those who respect the rules of the market. We
did not deserve it, especially in
Italy, because here people work
and we are first in Europe for sustainability.
We must react. It must be understood that without businesses the
country dies. 80% of jobs in Europe are in SMEs “.

discuss and implement such an
ambitious and much-needed EU
industrial strategy.
As regards the response of the
Politics, it comes in part from
the position taken by MEP Massimiliano Salini, a member of DG
Industry and Tourism in the last
legislature and rapporteur of the
ESA financing law, the European Space Agency: “The threat to
European entrepreneurship today
is made up of two major factors:
production prices in China, with
many companies giving in to the
sirens of delocalization, and unfair competition that our companies are suffering from prices.
This second phenomenon is easier to understand and perhaps to
counteract. What is truly tragic is
that one would expect a reaction
from politics. That anyone looking for the low price is normal,
but politics must intervene. If a
producer needs to buy steel and
Turkish steel it costs 340 while
that of a European producer co-

sts 500, they can tell me as long
as they want I have to give priority to Made in Italy, but if I need
to save, in the end I will always
choose what is cheaper, even if
foreigner.
If the policy wants to help the
Made in Europe or the Made
in Italy must make sure that the
buyer can afford Italian steel.
In Germany, for example, there
are offsets on energy costs (steel
production is decidedly energy-intensive). But it is clear that
certain choices must be made at
the community level: because in
some countries compensations
are active and in others not? “.
Salini then draws up a picture of protection and duties: “All
markets protect themselves while in Italy there is no protective
reaction. We must protect ourselves from China where market
rules are not respected: wrong
prices, state intervention where it
must not be there.
As for the United States, however,

As for Italy, the urgency is urgent,
according to Salini: “A country
that has to recover 23 billion for
the maneuver and decides to take
them on business is not a country
that supports them
I frequent the business world,
especially in Italy. This means
that, especially in Italy, I see things that are not seen around the
world. The concentration of quality and innovation that is seen in
Italy is exceptional. But we have
one of the most anti-company
states that exist, the school-enterprise correlation does not work
in comparison, for example with
Germany, and the training of technicians is missing. Italy invests
19% of GDP in pensions and 3%
in education: it is an unacceptable imbalance for a country
that wants to enhance its innovative and productive capacity. The
school-work alternation must be
built well, because what makes
the difference is that the student
lives in direct contact with the
entrepreneur’s testimony of life
and work “.
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SPECIAL SURFACE TREATMENT

Special surface treatments
On this issue of Tube Today we have made a focus on surface treatments. We have considered three
companies, Dollmar, Derustit and Ghidini, but there are many other companies that deal with producing
technologies and chemical products for surface treatment. These three companies share historicity
and professionalism. These are three examples of how this sector can innovate and at the same time
maintain tradition, thanks to quality work and research into new industrial processes. Research is of
fundamental above all to establish new standards in the sector and guarantee reliability and cuttingedge. In surface treatment, different type of surfaces and different chemical products must be taken into
account to treat the surfaces. Also in this case it is of fundamental to identify the best treatments both in
terms of efficiency and quality, and whether they may be less harmful for the environment.
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Derusit: chemical and electrochemical treatment of surfaces
The DERUSTIT group is one of the leading experts in the fields of chemical and electrochemical treatment of
stainless steel surfaces and nickel-based alloys. In 2020 the group will participate in four of the main moments
of meeting and comparison in the sector: from 21 to 24 January 2020 in Hamburg (Nortec), from 30 March to
3 April in Düsseldorf (Tube), from 16 to 18 June in Stuttgart, in Germany (Surface Technology) and from 29 September to 1 October 2020 in Herning, in Danimarc (FoodTech, Processing & Packaging). The DERUSTIT group was founded
in 1953 and today deals with pickling, electropolishing, chemical substances, installation engineering, grinding and sandblasting of glass. Among the
products of DERUSTIT: detergents, pickling agents for immersion baths, spray
pickling, pickling paste, electrolytes, consumables and accessories. The company is located in Dietzenbach, Hamburg, Eisleben, Pirna and internationally
in Heerenveen and Winterswijk.

SPECIAL SURFACE TREATMENT

DERUSTIT

DOLLMAR
Dollmar, company leader in surface treatments
Dollmar S.p.A. is a leading European company in the distribution of chemical products
in the industrial sector. For years, the Dollmar Group has been producing and marketing
products formulated ad hoc and providing solutions for surface treatments. Finally, the
range of services is completed by specialist consultancy for the installation of installations and assistance on environmental issues and safety in the workplace.
The main business areas of Dollmar there are chemicals, products for surface treatments
and products for hardware, paint factories and body shops, dealt with by VMD Italia. To these products are added the services and facilities for surface treatments, such as washing systems and surface treatment systems,
supplied by Dollmar Meccanica, assistance, chemical, technical and environmental assistance, supplied by
the EOS Earth Observing System division to offer complementary services that are increasingly in demand,
such as chemical, mechanical and environmental consulting services, and solutions for surface pre-treatment.

GHIDINI
Ghidini, in the name of innovation
Ghidini Machines is committed to the development of technologies that set new industry
standards and the production of reliable machines and cutting-edge products thanks
to which innovative solutions are developed. Design flexibility is the added value of
a technical team able to meet the needs of all customers and to design multi-purpose
machines that can simultaneously grind and polish in a combined work cell. A specially
designed robot interacts with a semi-automatic loading and unloading system and
combines grinding and polishing units optimized for constant production standards.
Machines for processing objects of different shapes, sizes and materials are also
implemented: starting from the entire range of valve fittings and taps, turbine blades,
artificial knee pads for the medical industry, engine components, up to luxury items for jewelry.
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AutoForm TubeXpert R8 - Unique
Software Solution for Experts in Tube
Bending, Forming and Hydroforming
AutoForm TubeXpert R8 provides a completely revised and state-of-theart user interface, which allows for increased ease-of-use and workflow
efficiency through an innovative navigation concept. With this software, experts in tube bending, forming and hydroforming can define the
complete process based on imported part geometry and then use this
information for rapid tool design and simulation set up. New design
functionalities, such as for radius changes, surface extensions and morphing, allow users more flexibility to modify the part and tool designs
and to analyze the effect of these modifications on formability. Since
AutoForm TubeXpert R8 is based on CAD surfaces technology, designs
created can be easily exchanged with other CAx systems.
AutoForm TubeXpert R8 offers improved springback evaluation and compensation capabilities. With it, users can perform accurate springback
simulation after any of the forming process operations. The software then
automatically makes the necessary adjustments to the tool geometry
and process parameters in order to compensate the effects of
springback. The compensation functionalities can be applied to
tool geometries created by AutoForm TubeXpert R8 as well as
to imported tool geometries throughout all
of the process operations. Thus, users are now well-equipped to reliably
manage and compensate springback effects even for complex processes
and advanced materials.
When setting up simulation and during results evaluation, the ability
to define and apply standards improves consistency in the engineering
process, reduces the number of mistakes and ensures compliance with
in-house standards or those provided by clients. Based on the defined
standards, the newly developed issue detection automatically highlights
forming issues and prevents quality deficiencies from being overlooked.
The full integration of AutoForm-Sigma technology in AutoForm TubeXpert ensures an optimal forming process through its highly efficient
and systematic engineering methodology, which is unique on the market. Instead of setting up multiple single simulations, users can define
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value ranges of multiple design
parameters and evaluate their impact on part formability and quality all at once. In this way, ideal
process conditions cannot only
be rapidly identified but important information on how far a feasible process is from failure can
also be ascertained. To ensure robust part production, the effect of
uncontrollable variations of process parameters, such as material
properties, pressure, friction conditions, can be analyzed.
In addition, the combination of
TriboForm software with AutoForm TubeXpert R8 allows for an
even more realistic consideration
of tribological effects. This leads
to a new level of result accuracy
for friction-sensitive materials
and forming processes.
Dr. Markus Thomma, Corporate
Marketing Director at AutoForm
stated: “AutoForm TubeXpert R8,
with all its unique features, was
developed with the objective of
streamlining the digital process
chain in tube forming. The goal
was to provide even better support to tube experts confronted
with increasing market demands
regarding part and process complexity, advanced materials and
new forming technologies as
well as shorter time-to-market
at lower cost requirements. The
software has been designed to
bring tube forming companies to
a new level of process efficiency
and product quality. We are glad
that initial customer feedback has
confirmed that, with AutoForm
TubeXpert R8, understanding and
optimizing the tube forming process has never been easier and
more intuitive.”
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Intube was
a success
The BLM GROUP Open House
INTUBE continues to grow in importance, and a new attendance
record was set again this year.
The largest group of foreign customers came from Germany,
with many others also from the
United States, France, Czech
Republic, and Poland. Some customers travelled from countries
as far away as Australia or from
others, such as Saudi Arabia, for
the first time ever.
The many systems operating
in the three pavilions and the
software demonstration stations
showed the breadth and depth of
capabilities that BLM GROUP offers to the manufacturing industry
and the active R&D projects that
fittingly embodied the “Ordinary
Special” slogan of the event.
Visitors also appreciated the new
ADIGE production plant, with a
12,000 square meters of covered
space, in which the Lean Production organizational principles
are combined and the Industry
4.0 concepts are embraced.
See you at the next edition in
2021.

Buehler, complete lab solutions for
metallography and hardness testing
from scratch in just a few weeks
As a developer and manufacturer of complete system solutions for materialography and hardness testing, Buehler can meet short delivery times
for the installation of fully equipped laboratories with perfectly matched
equipment and consumables. The company is thus responding to the
growing demand for innovative, intuitive and dependable equipment,
for R&D as well as for quality monitoring in heat treatment, medical
technology, electronics, automotive, aerospace and other industries.
Buehler’s range of systems available for short delivery includes the
Wilson VH3100 (Vickers) and Wilson Rockwell 574 hardness testers

and associated DiaMet software and, for materialography, also ranges
from IsoMet high-speed precision cutters to SimpliMet 4000 mounting
presses, AutoMet and EcoMet grinders and polishers and the Burst Dispensing Systems up to the OmniMet image analysis software. An experienced application engineering team can give customers the dedicated
all-round support they need to choose the ideal configuration for their
particular tasks.
Buehler’s sales manager Raphael Ayasse comments: “When it comes
to installing and updating test laboratories, companies and institutions
are no longer willing to accept long delivery times. As a manufacturer
of such devices and systems, Buehler is capable of equipping a fully
functional laboratory in under four weeks.”
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FARO Introduces As-Built Modeler
FARO® the world’s most trusted source for 3D imaging solutions for
construction BIM, announces the launch of the new As-Built™ Modeler
Software, a solution that represents a substantial leap forward in the
conversion of as-built reality data into meaningful CAD (Scan-To-CAD)
and BIM models (Scan-To-BIM).
This next generation software tool is the first of its kind, enabling scanning service providers, craftsmen and other AEC professionals to extract
building information, such as CAD and BIM geometry, out of 3D reality
data to be used within any CAD system available on the market, even if
it does not support point clouds. Users benefit from the fastest and most
direct way of displaying, managing and evaluating point cloud projects
of unlimited size, independent of their source.
The As-Built™ Modeler
delivers powerful and
easy to use functionalities, accelerating overall design productivity
by allowing seamless
workflows of creating
highly accurate CAD
models of proven quality perfectly fitting into the as-built situation while
avoiding the need of rework, saving time and money.
Opens Workflows for Reality Data of any Kind
The As-Built™ Modeler enables users to freely import as-built reality
data as point clouds and meshes from FARO and other scanning solutions without any constraints in data size. Furthermore, it allows using
3D data regardless of their source, such as terrestrial and mobile laser
scanners, drones and photogrammetry devices, to be viewed with the
highest detail in 2D, 3D and Virtual Reality.
Direct Streaming into any CAD System
Measurements, coordinates and self-defined commands like macros
can be directly streamed into Word, Excel and supported CAD system
allowing AEC professionals to continue using their familiar design systems - in a more efficient way. Such target design systems could be
Allplan®, BricsCAD®, Dietrichs CAD®, HiCAD®, Rhino 3D® and many
more. Fully automatic extraction tools enable an easy and extremely
fast streaming of relevant building information, which previously had to
be carried out manually at a great expense of time.
Easy to Use and Intuitive Evaluation Tools
Powerful evaluation tools enable users to easily extract planar regions
of complex situations out of point clouds to be intersected into proven
and closed surface models, which can be exported into any CAD system
by supporting common exchange file formats. The As-Built™ Modeler
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facilitates the creation of sections
and slices from point clouds, automatically extracts line models
and generates ortho-images for
creating floor, elevation and facade plans. With only few clicks,
distances, areas and volumes can
be quickly measured.
Projects That are Worth Seeing
Video renderings and fly-through videos from the imported and
modelled data can be created,
providing an impressive visualisation of the project status and
retrofitted designs to be easily
shared with all partners involved.
“The new As-Built™ Modeler
represents another significant
contribution to streamlining and
accelerating our AEC customers’
Scan-To-CAD and Scan-To-BIM
workflows by presenting a seamless conversion of reality data
into any design system, dramatically reducing the time and effort
required”, states Matthias Koksch, Director Product
Management Construction BIM.
“Optimised according to the needs of our customers it is a unique software solution for everyone: open for as-built reality data
of any size and source, it provides
powerful evaluation tools while
being available at a reasonable
price. We are already working on
tomorrow’s technology today by
adding Open BIM workflows and
Artificial Intelligence methods
to the As-Built™ Modeler in the
near future. These are all major
steps in the evolution of our FARO’s unique ecosystem consisting of tightly integrated, bestin-class hardware and software
solutions.”
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Creaform
Expands
European
Coverage of its
CUBE-R
Creaform, a worldwide leader
in portable and automated 3D
measurement solutions, today
announced that two European
distributors, EMS in Belgium, and
Measurement Solutions LDT in
the UK, will be demonstrating
and selling CUBE-R™. CUBE-R
is a powerful and turnkey automated inspection solution that

enables manufacturers to efficiently and accurately detect assembly issues during production and improve product quality. It features MetraSCAN 3D-R, a powerful robot-mounted optical 3D scanner that can be
integrated into factory automation systems and eliminates bottlenecks at
the traditional coordinate measuring machine (CMM). Shop-floor-ready
and designed specifically for hard manufacturing environments, CUBE-R can perform hundreds of part inspections - including on complex,
shiny or textured surfaces - in a single day. It speeds up production
cycles, all while ensuring the highest product quality possible. Manufacturers in the UK can discover CUBE-R’s tremendous potential since
June. The scanning coordinate measuring machine for at-line inspection
is available for benchmarking, testing or scanning parts. In Belgium,
CUBE-R is up from now available for on-site demonstrations. “CUBE-R
is an Automated Quality Control (AQC) solution that fits perfectly with
Industry 4.0 initiatives. We want to demonstrate our ability to integrate
AQC seamlessly alongside Metrolg i-Robot. It is the perfect solution to
harness the power of optical 3D measurement and industrial automation as well as optimize production cycle and throughput,” explains
Andrew Tagg, Managing Director at Measurement Solutions UK.
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Wiring for every need
SPAC was designed as an acronym for
CAD Automation Design Software.
Since 2007 KM Corporate srl has been producing and assembling machines and equipment for the construction of electrical wiring. The product is manufactured in-house, from the engineering and design stage
to production and assembly, up to testing and after-sales service. Its
reference markets are the white and home appliance sectors, the automotive, domotics and lighting.
KM Corporate combines passion, experience and continuous research
to create technologically advanced systems that can improve processes
and increase customers’ production capacity. The company’s attention is
constantly focused on continuous technological development based on
the demands of a constantly evolving market, without ever neglecting
the attention to design and the refinement of details. These features have
led KM Corporate to create cutting-edge products that meet the reliability, flexibility and simplicity, qualities that are indispensable for adapting
to the needs of the sector and the demands of an increasingly demanding cllients.
The company is present on the market both through a direct sales
network and through collaborations with partners. In fact KM Corporate has consolidated strong relationships of qualified collaboration with
important foreign industrial groups that have technically supported the
company in providing technical instructions for the realization of some
custom products.
A powerful and flexible software
In collaboration with the Molex
Inc. group and with Inarca Spa,
KM Corporate has developed the
Shark XH and Intecon XH models of automatic machines for
processing IDC connectors, which can perform various configurations on both sides and produce ‘C’,
‘Z ‘, FREE and JUMPER. The Shark XH / Intecon XH project represents a
new model of automatic machine for the creation of mixed wiring (IDC
/ IDC-IDC / Crimp) which uses the XTS linear transport system. “Our
requirement was to be able to have a very high performance machine
in terms of output. To meet this need, we have chosen to use SDProget’s
SPAC Automation design software to align ourselves with our automation integrator Synergy Automazioni Srl, which has provided us with a
simple and effective development model, ”explains Emiliano Orsi, R&D
Manager at KM Corporate Srl . “This software has brought significant
added value to the realization of the project: the electrical design is
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carefully planned and taken care
of to ensure synchronism with the
software and document development part, thus allowing the optimization of mechanical development and prototyping processes.
SPAC Automation is very powerful, flexible and guarantees, with
its up-to-date functionalities, a
fundamental technical support
for the management of the archi-

tecture of complex and variable
systems as are our plants”.
New release
When it was chosen, more than
thirty years ago, the name SPAC
was conceived as an acronym for
CAD Automation Design Software. The enormous refinement of
the functionalities managed in
the following years by SDProget
has provided the product with
an excellent level of ease of use,
together with ever greater capacities, both graphic and processing. For this reason, today the
acronym could be transformed
into “Simple Reliable and Convenient Performance”.
SDProget Industrial Software has
developed the new 2020 release
of SPAC Automation, a version
destined to heavily redefine the
level of intelligence of the well-known design software.
To increase the speed of drawing
up the diagrams and to guarantee
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ever shorter delivery times, SPAC
2020 introduces a new “dynamic” design mode that automatically proposes the connections
when the components are positioned on the diagram. These links are displayed in safe mode and
can be quickly changed or confirmed by the operator.
Furthermore, the new “PLANT
DIAGRAM” functionality assists the designer in the drafting
of a “block diagram”, fixing the
main components that become
the starting point for the drawing
up of the functional diagram,
drawing from it the predefined
abbreviations and materials.
But not only: with the 2020 release debuts the exclusive “QR
CODE Generator” function, which allows the generation for each
component of the system of a
QR-CODE to be inserted directly on the diagram (dwg or pdf)
and / or on nameplates stickers
on the machine. Each QR Code
gives access to a large amount
of information that can be read
by the free QRSpac application
(available for iOS and Android).
In this way it will be possible to
consult at any time and place all
the information relevant to the
individual part, so as to facilitate
maintenance activities.
Furthermore, the 2020 release
introduces a utility dedicated to
converting PDF files produced
also by other electrical CADs into
DWG files. This allows you to
obtain graphical multi-wire diagrams with which it will be possible to obtain rapid changes, annotations and customized prints.

Launch of the second edition
of the sino-italian forum
on the machine tool
The president of UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, Massimo Carboniero, leads the Italian delegation of 11 companies. Over one hundred
operators will be present in Beijing for the second edition of the Sino
Italian Bilateral Forum on Machine Tools. Exactly two years after the first
edition, the appointment designed to encourage and stimulate dialogue
between the industrial systems of the two countries is renewed.
The title of this edition, which is hosted in the prestigious Italian Embassy in Beijing, is “Italy meets China: High Manufacturing”, to remind the
close connection of the contents of the Forum with the defined industrial development plan of the Chinese Administration .
Promoted by the Ministry of Economic Development, the Sino-Italian
Bilateral Forum on Machine Tools is organized by ICE-Agenzia and UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, the association of Italian machine tool,
robot and automation manufacturers, in collaboration with the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and with the Italian Embassy in Beijing, and thanks
to the partnership with CMTBA, China Machine Tools & Tools Builders’
Association and under the auspices of the CMIF - China Machinery Industry Federation.
The meeting - to which more than 100 guests have been accredited by
qualified operators in the sector and representatives from the world of
institutions and the media world - will be opened by leading figures
from both countries and chaired by Massimo Carboniero, president of
UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE
After the introductory speeches, useful to frame the context, the round
table will take place which will see the participation of eleven Italian
companies, associated with UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, called
to represent the strengths of Made in Italy in the sector, through the illustration of best practices and special applications in the automotive,
aeronautics, energy, railway, household appliances, mechanics sectors:
BLM, CARLO SALVI, MANDELLI SISTEMI, OMERA, PAMA, PARPAS,
PIETRO CARNAGHI, PROMAU, GRIRINGHELI GRINDERS, RIELLO SISTEMI, SAPORITI.
High-level stage that combines political-institutional and economic
aspects with the business expectations of the companies involved, the
Forum is an important moment of confrontation between operators in
the sector of the two industrial systems - the Italian and the Chinese interested in collaborating in the proposal of a complementary offer,
able to meet the needs of high quality and eco-sustainability expressed
by the Chinese market.
Massimo Carboniero, president of UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE,
points out “manufacturing is going in the direction of mass customization. Italian manufacturers are unbeatable in offering tailor-made pro-
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ducts and solutions, all perfectly integrated and equipped with digital
technologies according to the 4.0 approach that characterizes our production. Chinese companies work on the production of high standardized range, preferring it to the customized customization of the products,
as it is too expensive for large structures. The point of contact between
Made in Italy and Made in China is right here. We Italian manufacturers
want to position ourselves as a partner able to complete and enhance
the local offer of machine tools and thus enter the business network
already opened by Chinese manufacturers ”.
“In these two years - affirms the president Massimo Carboniero - the
initiatives put in place by UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE
have been numerous and varied, independently or with the
support of ICE-Agency, aimed at
favoring business opportunities
with Chinese partners, all built
on the basis of shared lines at the
First Forum. “
“From visits and participation of
the Italian collective exhibitions
to the main exhibitions held in
China, including CCMT and
CIMT, to the invitation of qualified Chinese users to the exhibitions organized in Italy, such as BI-MU
and LAMIERA; from studies and market analysis on local demand and
distribution network, to in-depth meetings with experts on opportunities
related to economic-industrial development plans defined by the Chinese Government “. Particular relevance among these is the Study Tour
which, carried out in the past few days with the support of ICE-Agency,
stopped off in the cities of Chongqing, Chengdu and Tianjin, involving
a qualified delegation of Italian companies all present also at the Forum. Through visits to end users and meetings with local authorities, the
Study Tour represented an excellent opportunity to promote the Italian
technological offer, explore the potential of the Chinese market in the
three areas of strong industrial development and learn more about the
available incentives and incentives. for those interested in starting up
production facilities and on-site research activities.
With a production value that, in 2018, was close to 7 billion euros, the
Italian industry in the sector plays a leading role in the international
scenario where it occupies the fourth position among the manufacturers
and the third among the exporters.
Always committed to sales abroad, Italian manufacturers allocate
around 55% of their production abroad. In 2018, exports of Made by
Italians in China amounted to 340 million euros, equal to 10% of the
total exported. By virtue of these results, China is the third outlet market
for the Italian sector, after the USA and Germany and, on the other hand,
Italy is the fifth machine tool supplier of the Asian giant, demonstrating
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in the last period of having better
“held” compared to other supplying countries that have seen
their deliveries drop considerably
in the largest market in the world.
Massimo Carboniero states: “China represents an area of enormous
potential for Italian machine tool
builders who consider the country not just a target market for its
offer, but a partner with whom
to dialogue and collaborate, facilitated in this by the important
Memorandum of Understanding
signed last spring by the highest
representatives of Italy and China. The hope is that the excellent
work done on the occasion of the
First Forum and the activity carried out to follow in this two-year
period will find a further boost
with the second edition which,
I am sure, will bring to all the
participants interesting points for
reflection on how to consolidate
the collaboration between our industrial systems and between our
companies ”.
“The success of the Bilateral Forum on Machine Tools, now in
its second edition, testifies to the
importance of the mechanical
sector in the context of Italian
exports to China”, commented
Minister Counselor Giuseppe
Fedele, Head of Business of the
Italian Embassy in Beijing. “The
interest of our companies in this
large market is strong, the first in
the world for the machine tool industry. In facing the Chinese market, Italian companies can count
on the full support of Italian institutions in China, not only the
Embassy but also General Consulates, ICE Agency and Chamber of Commerce. The large and
qualified Chinese presence at the
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Forum once again demonstrates
the growing appreciation in China for the extraordinary quality of
Italian products, also in the machine tool sector. “
“The decision to confirm the appointment of the bilateral machine tool forum also for 2019 was
determined by the results of the
first event of two years ago, which
confirmed that the intuition to accompany the most representative
companies in China at an institutional level the sector would have
been a necessary step to start a
dialogue that could then lead to
a win-win cooperation between Italy and China ”, comments
Gianpaolo Bruno, Director of the
ICE Agency in Beijing and coordinator of the ICE network in China and Mongolia. “Furthermore,
this year we wanted to enrich the
program with a Study Tour which, thanks also to the support of
the Consulate General of Italy in
Chongqing, saw the involvement
of numerous and important local
institutional stakeholders such as
Municipality, CCPIT, Investment
Promotion Bureau, representatives of new areas of development
and FTZ in each of the three planned stages, and of a selection of
local companies potentially interested in starting partnerships in
the sectors of interest ”. “The machine tool sector is not the only
sector of interest among other
things. Our analyzes have given
us evidence that advantageous
cooperation may be possible in
several other sectors in which
the flexibility and adaptability of
the technological offer of Italian
SMEs can make the difference
compared to other possible partner.

“After sales in the Italian context
of capital goods”. Nearly 100
manufacturing companies gathered
on the outskirts of Milan
About one hundred participants have accredited themselves today at
the meeting organized by FEDERMACCHINE, the federation of Italian
manufacturers of instrumental goods, dedicated to presenting the study
“After sales in the Italian context of capital goods” made by KPMG with
the aim of focusing macrotrend and prospects for new after-sales services in the industrial machinery sector.
During the meeting - opened by Sandro Salmoiraghi, Immediate Past
President FEDERMACCHINE - Andrea Bontempi, Partner KPMG Advisory and Paolo Lombardi, Manager KPMG Advisory, presented the
KPMG studio which highlighted the potential and value of after sales
services as a tool of commercial strengthening in the sales processes of
industrial machines.
Following the presentation of the results of the study, the round table
was held which saw the participation of: Luigi De Vito, Director of the
SCM Group Wood Machinery Division; Andrea Fantozzi, President of
MOSS; Giancarlo Losma, President of LOSMA; Luciano Sottile, Director
of machine division GOGLIO.
Giuseppe Lesce, President of FEDERMACCHINE, ended the day by declaring: “Verifying the level of maturity of the FEDERMACCHINE associates in terms of After sales services and relative strategic vision was
one of the main objectives that we set ourselves in the study organization phase. Today’s great participation demonstrates how much interest these new business opportunities are generating today that offer
unexplored growth opportunities for companies in the sector “.
“I think it is very important to share with the associates the logical steps
to be taken to facilitate the implementation of these services - continued
Giuseppe Lesce - also to identify a virtuous path of future development
for the companies in this sector which, by their nature, are from always
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iES®
Releases New
Multi-hit
Tube End
Forming
Machine
used to investing in product innovation but also in process ”.
Among the public, numerous entrepreneurs representing the thirteen
sectors that report to FEDERMACCHINE, a sector that has 5,150 companies and 194,000 employees, for a total turnover that, in 2018, reached
49.2 billion euros.
On the other hand, Alfredo Mariotti, general secretary of FEDERMACCHINE, stated: “Adapting one’s business model to the needs of the customer is the only way to keep pace with international competition” in
the customer era “that drives manufacturing companies towards new
forms of service delivery implemented through pay per use or renting
practices and monitored through real-time information ”.
Paolo Lombardi, Manager of KPMG Advisory, commented as follows:
“During the course of the study we found that Italian manufacturing
companies, which represent a point of excellence in the sector of production of capital goods, are facing the challenge of supporting the sale
of primary goods, a portfolio of value-added services. This involves the
development and consolidation of a true new business model that requires new processes, new organizational units and new enabling technologies.
Andrea Bontempi, KPMG Advisory Partner, said: “All this must be accompanied by a profound adaptation in terms of skills and culture in
order to function. To face these challenges we can provide support in interpreting the “Future of sectors”, a structured approach to the road map
of innovation and functional and technological solutions. However, it is
also necessary to define the recipe for intra and inter-company collaboration, especially suitable for those companies that, due to their size and
investment capacity, may have fewer opportunities than large ones”.
“The interconnection of plants and factories in 4.0 therefore becomes
even more decisive - concluded Alfredo Mariotti - because it is the only
way to structure and monitor the customer experience that customers
live during their collaboration with the company. Obviously, building
a customer driven business model often requires far-reaching changes.
Many companies remain trapped in fragmented and incremental efforts. Also in this transformation process the support of the representative
bodies such as FEDERMACCHINE and its federates becomes decisive “.
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Innovative Engineered Solutions,
Inc. officially announced the release of its newest tube end forming machine type, an RB80
RFXT MH3 machine, a digitally
controlled three-hit wide vise ram
form machine. This new machine
is fully programmable and incorporates the FormPro™ II control
system and allows the operator
to select up to 3 progressive ram
form hits in a single clamping.
The machine design offers the
advantages of a single clamping
system, reduced capital expense
by incorporating multiple machines into one, as well as reduced
change-over time and increased
throughput. The machine is available with capacity for tubes up
to 80 mm in diameter and wall
thicknesses up to 2.0 mm.
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umati live
in Thailand:
Demonstration
on the occasion
of Metalex with
SAP as new
cooperation
partner
From 20 to 23 November this
year, 48 top German companies
from the machine tool and metalworking industries were guests
at Metalex in Bangkok. It is the
largest metalworking trade fair in
the Asean region and this year, for
the first time, Germany has been
named a partner country. The
German presentation focused on
an industry exhibition and a joint
stand.
“The VDW is taking advantage
of our industry’s strong profile
to present the umati universal
machine tool interface for the
communication of machines and
IT for the first time live in Asia”,
said Dr. Wilfried Schäfer, Executive Director of the VDW (German
Machine Tool Builders’ Association), at the Metalex open- ing
ceremony on 20 November in
Bangkok.
In a similar demonstration to the
one given eight weeks earlier at
EMO Hanno- ver, German manufacturers will be showing how
simple and easy umati is to use.
The umati@METALEX special
show will feature three machines from DMG Mori, Heller and

Trumpf which will be connected for live production
at the Bangkok International
Trade & Exhibition Centre Bitec. Further umati partners’
machines outside the exhibition grounds will also be connected. They will ex- change
their data via a T-Systems
data hub in Europe, which
was also used to support the
showcase at EMO Hannover. Data is retrieved from various
applications via the data hub. The aim of the demonstration is to highlight the potential added value. The VDW will be showing how the data
converges at the umati booth via its own demo dashboard, the www.
umati.app. The ma- chines, data hub and software applications communicate using the OPC UA client-server model via VPN tunnelling.
“The use of OPC UA guarantees that umati can be used anywhere in
the world, including Thailand,” explains Dr. Alexander Broos, Head of
Research and Technology at VDW and head of the Umati Project. “We
want to show the Thai customers the advantages which umati has to
offer. All they have to do is ask about the interface,” Broos continues.
The Metalex showcase demonstrates once again how umati can link up
a vari- ety of machines and software under the very special conditions
of a live demonstration at a trade fair. “There is no need at all for direct
communication between the connected partners,” reports Broos. The
showcase therefore pro- vides proof not only of the function and capacity of the interface, but also of the fact that plug-and-play is now possible
in the complex world of machine tools and production systems.
SAP uses umti for customer-specific data analysis
There is also a further umati@METALEX world premiere: SAP, the world
leader in end-to-end enterprise application software, database management, analytics, intelligent technologies and experience management,
shows how to transform umati-accessible production data into value
added. “Many SAP cus- tomers operate factories and facilities. They demand compatibility and interop- erability not only in their manufacturing, but above all in their production con- trol, plant logistics and maintenance,” explains SAP IoT expert Rüdiger Fritz. “As a result we regard
being part of the umati initiative as a great benefit and we are looking
forward to working with this community.”
Also Thai customers see the great advantages of umati
umati was also very well received by the Thai audience. “Discussions with
nu- merous media in the past two weeks have shown again and again
that people are very curious about umati.” Teratarn Theeratharathorn,
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Marketing Director of Reed Tradex Thailand, organizer of Metalex, also
knows why. “Thailand is just discovering its need to work on Industry
4.0, so this exciting presentation came at just the right time. umati shows
new possibilities and benefits.” Espe- cially because German machine
tools are becoming more and more popular in Thailand, the attention
is very high.
Trade visitors at the umati booth clearly saw the advantages for the Thai
in- dustry, but were also sure that there is still a lot to be done before
the compa- nies could really use the data. “It was very important for us
to get a practical impression of how emerging markets see umati’s development,” says Alexan- der Broos, summarising his experience. “If we
continue on the right path with our international working group, these
countries will probably be able to follow
- especially if the technology is as easy to use as umati.
Background
Metalex 2019 in Bangkok with Germany as partner country and a German industry exhibition
The German presentation at Metalex was initiated by the VDW. Under
the motto “German High Tech in Metal Working”, the German Federal
Ministry of Economics and Energy (BMWi) and the Association of the
German Trade Fair Industry (AUMA) hosted the German participation.
Machine tool manufacturers and met- alworking companies presented
their products and solutions to the Asian trade visitors on an area of
around 1,200 square metres. The German appearance was accompanied politically by the Parliamentary State Secretary from the BMWi,
Thomas Bareiß.
Thailand is one of the top locations for the international automotive industry. The demand for production technology is correspondingly high.
With a volume of 979 million euros, the market occupies 13th place in
the ranking of the largest consumers of machine tools. With expected
growth of 7.2 percent in 2019, Thai- land is positioned internationally
among the top 5 markets, whose consumption is still rising. Demand is
met exclusively by imports.
German machine tool industry
The German machine tool industry ranks among the five largest specialist groupings in the mechanical engi- neering sector. It provides
production technology for metalworking applications in all branches
of industry, and makes a crucial contribution towards innovation and
enhanced productivity in the industrial sector as a whole. Due to its
absolutely key role for industrial production, its development is an important indicator for the economic dynamism of the industrial sector as
such. In 2018, with around 73,500 employees (annual average in 2018,
companies with more than 50 employees), the sector produced machines and services worth 17.1 billion euros.
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VOSS Fluid:
66 years of
tube couplings
and coupling
technology
VOSS Fluid celebrates 66 years of coupling technology from

Wipperfürth. When the company
added the first tube couplings to
its product range in 1953, even
the greatest optimists couldn’t
have anticipated the performance numbers the company would
have almost seven decades later:
to date, VOSS Fluid has delivered
over 2 billion of its high quality
coupling solutions. Large investments into research and development plus in-house electroplating
have made this Wipperfürth company an innovation driver in fluid
technology.
VOSS Fluid originated in the
1930s. After starting with the production of domestic plumbing systems made from brass, in 1953
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the company experienced a breakthrough with the production
of tube couplings for mechanical and vehicle construction.
Production reoriented itself until
1960 and a new customer base
was established. The development of many patentable products followed, for instance swivel couplings with improved fluid
dynamics, eccentric ring channel
and oblique transverse bores.
From tube couplings, tube forming and connection systems
Since then, VOSS Fluid coupling
systems have stood for functional design, easy assembly, and
lasting leak-tightness. To date,
VOSS Fluid has registered the
sale of 2 billion couplings. At the
same time, the portfolio of coupling solutions continues to become more versatile over the years. Our current popular products
include, for instance, the VOSS
Form SQR and VOSS Lok 40
tube forming systems. Particularly with the introduction of VOSS

Lok 40, VOSS Fluid has
transfered its knowhow in the field of fluid-related coupling technology to industries
that use clamping rings
as a standard to create
leak-tight connections:
incl. the energy sector,
the chemical industry,
or the automotive industry. One current area
of application, which will become even more important in the future, is the use of CNG
(compressed natural gas) or hydrogen or fuel cells in alternative drive
systems. Renowned certifying authorities have already attested to the
required high degree of leak-tightness of VOSS Lok 40 when exposed to
high system pressures.
Yet VOSS Fluid looks and develops beyond the “coupling horizon” to
provide customers with practical alternative solutions for special application areas. For instance, VOSS recently introduced the VOSS Plug for
narrow assembly spaces. VOSS Plug was developed to assemble and disassemble hydraulic hose fittings in a space-saving way. Installation only
takes a few seconds compared to screw fastening. The system consists
of two gate valves, a retaining and a sealing element and is designed in
such a way that all parts are permanently positioned on the connector.
Thanks to the patented wedge gate locking system, VOSS Plug achieves
plug-in reliability even at high pressure loads of 450 bar.
Development into a system supplier across industries
In addition to the sale of individual components, VOSS now also produces and sells ready-to-install hydraulic lines. A milestone in this segment
was the acquisition of traditional Italian company Larga in 2016. Since
January 2018, VOSS Fluid Larga is now officially VOSS Fluid S.r.l. Today,
VOSS Fluid supplies all components for hose connections in mobile and
stationary machines and systems. With this combination of hose fittings
and hydraulic components, VOSS can react to any possible application.
When it comes to corrosion protection, VOSS Fluid also makes no compromises. In order to ensure the high quality of its VOSS coat finish,
the Wipperfürth-based company invested in its own electroplating plant
with rack and drum system in 2010. VOSS coat is a special zinc-nickel
surface that complies with VOSS’s own specifications. Quality assurance and ongoing development of in-house corrosion protection come
from a single source. Due to the steadily increasing demand for products with VOSS coat finish, the capacity of electroplating was further
expanded in 2018.
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VOSS Flare 110
forms tubes in a wobble process
VOSS Fluid expands its product range of pre-assembly devices. With
the new VOSS Flare 110, the engineers from Wipperfürth have developed a tube forming machine that can perform fully automatic tube end
machining using the wobble process. It is used to produce 90° and 37°
flanging for the VOSS Flare ORFS (90°) and VOSS Flare JIC (37°) connection systems. With the new pre-assembly device, VOSS Fluid meets
customer requirements for ORFS fittings. With the new, fully automated
VOSS Flare 110 machine, VOSS Fluid uses the wobble process, which
is gentle on the material and saves time. The tool makes a wobbling movement during which the tube end is precisely flanged against the supporting sleeve with minimum force. This
process is an alternative to classical axial
forming, in which the material is pressed
into a negative form to create the desired
contour. The disadvantage of these axial
forming processes is the high force required and the high stress on the material. In
the wobble process, the steel retains its
unbroken grain and thus its high strength.
The surface quality of the sealing surface
is particularly good because no machining marks are created thanks to the gentle forming process. The steel
exhibits higher resistance to fractures and tears. The tube forming machine VOSS Flare 110 is suitable for the economical series production
of ORFS (90°) and JIC connections (37°). It provides the user maximum
process reliability, as operating errors are avoided during forming caused by the internal stop in the die. The all-electric drive also means that
tubes with an outside diameter of 6 mm to 38 mm are processed with
very low noise levels. This type of drive permits very precise and reliable
control. It is particularly advantageous in very tight tube bends and very
short clamping lengths.
Flexible for different tube qualities and tolerances
For forming, rolling mandrels and clamping jaws with integrated slide
for the sleeve feed (depending on the tube outer diameter) are used. The
integrated slider in the clamping jaws means that the user does not have
to reach between the clamping jaws to insert the ORFS sleeve, but can
simply feed the sleeve from the outside. As an option, the machine is
also available with a sleeve magazine (depending on the outer geometry
of the sleeve). A feeder can be fitted for automatic feeding of the sleeves.
This almost completely automates the insertion of the sleeves. The operator only has to make sure that the magazine is filled.
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Xiris Releases
Next-Generation
Weld Camera:
XVC-700
Xiris Automation Inc. is pleased
to announce the release of its
revolutionary
next-generation
weld camera, the XVC-700. The
lightweight, slimline XVC-700
camera is specifically designed
for integration with welding automation in spaces too small for
traditional welding cameras. The
Xiris XVC-700 packs high performance in a slimline package.
Featuring High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging in excess of
140db, an angled optics head
ranging from 0° to 90° and a POE
Interface, the all-digital XVC-700
takes weld imaging where it has
never been able to go before. The
camera itself weighs only 100g,
and squeezes into a 22mm x

22mm x115mm frame before optics. Industry standard S–mount
lens holder, multiple mounting
points, status LED, low power
consumption and protective glass
UV/IR filter round out the superior usability of the XVC-700. The
XVC-700 is fully compatible with
Xiris’ industry-leading WeldStudio™ software utility, allowing
camera setup and display.
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VDW
nevertheless
lowers production
forecast for 2019
Orders received by the German
machine tool industry in the third
quarter of 2019 were 25 per cent
down on the same period last
year. Orders from Germany fell
by 29 per cent. 23 per cent fewer
orders were received from abroad. Orders received fell by 23
per cent in the first nine months
of 2019. Domestic orders were
down 22 per cent in this period,
with foreign orders 23 per cent
lower.
“International demand for machine tools is continuing to decline,
although the levels have recovered slightly just recently,” said Dr.
Wilfried Schäfer, Executive Director of the VDW (German Machine Tool Builders’ Association),
Frankfurt am Main, commenting
on the results. Never before has
the industry been confronted
with such an accumulation of
factors, all of which have had a
negative impact on business: a
cyclical downturn coupled with
trade conflicts and instability in
the largest customer, the automotive industry.
Compared with the summer
months, however, the volume has
recently stabilised somewhat for
metal-cutting machines, which
account for around 70 per cent
of total production. “We are seeing the first EMO effects here,”
says Schäfer. However, it remains
to be seen whether this will stabilise in the coming months. Or-

ders levels in forming machinery even rose again in September. Foreign
projects in particular had a supporting effect here.
Overall, order levels from the Eurozone are a source of worry. These
fell by well over 30 per cent in each of the three months of the third
quarter. Oxford Economics, VDW’s forecasting partner, does not expect
any appreciable recovery in demand from Europe for the year as a whole, either. Asian business is also giving the experts cause to worry. The
boost provided by US financial policy is now dwindling, meaning that
America is also set to become more challenging as a market. All in all,
the international economic climate has deteriorated considerably and
is holding back investment, even if the mood has brightened a little
recently, said Schäfer.
2019 production forecast revised
Against this backdrop, VDW has lowered its production forecast for
2019. “In view of the sharp drop in orders in the current year, it will
no longer be possible to maintain the predicted moderate decline in production,” continued the VDW
Executive Director. The association is now assuming
a decline of 4 per cent, with even this figure being
supported by the clearing of the order backlog. The
gradual stabilisation in demand which was expected
in the summer for the second half of the year has
failed to materialise. Capacity utilisation fell to 86.9
per cent in October, down from 87.9 per cent three
months earlier.
“The real problem will come in 2020 when the
backlog of orders has been cleared,” said Schäfer. In
the current year, there is no longer any real chance
of building up a significant buffer. The anticipated
recovery in demand in 2020 is also only likely to
be moderate after the sharp fall. This is also reflected in the forecasts
for international machine tool consumption. Following the decrease of
more than 4 per cent in the current year, the moderate baseline scenario
described here represents a best case scenario. The calculation of national currency rates of change is also having a stabilising effect.
Background
The German machine tool industry ranks among the five largest specialist groupings in the mechanical engineering sector. It provides
production technology for metalworking applications in all branches
of industry, and makes a crucial contribution towards innovation and
enhanced productivity in the industrial sector as a whole. Due to its
absolutely key role for industrial production, its development is an important indicator for the economic dynamism of the industrial sector as
such. In 2018, with around 73,500 employees (annual average in 2018,
companies with more than 50 employees), the sector produced machines and services worth 17.1 billion euros.
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2019 Ucimu awards awarded. 8
winners for the 43rd edition
of the initiative
There are 8 graduates awarded by the UCIMU FOUNDATION as part of
the UCIMU AWARDS initiative for the best degree theses dedicated to
the Italian machine tool industry.
The ceremony of awarding the certificates and awards took place on
Tuesday 5 November at the UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE association, the association of Italian machine tool, robot and automation
manufacturers.
The ceremony, chaired by Massimo Carboniero, president of UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, and Alfredo Mariotti, director general
of the association, saw the presence of fifty guests including students,
professors and entrepreneurs in the sector.
Challenging work for the UCIMU PRIZE Judging Commission which,
this year, found itself evaluating 39 theses dedicated to the sector.
“This year we have reached the historical record of candidates demonstrating the interest and attention of young people towards a sector that
offers interesting employment opportunities and that is constantly evolving also in relation to the new guidelines drawn from the National

Industry 4.0 Plan” - declared Massimo Carboniero.
Now in its 43rd edition, the UCIMU PRIZES initiative is one of the longest-running projects promoted by the association and, without a doubt,
one of the richest in content and meaning, as it is designed to facilitate
the encounter between industry and young graduates.
Conferred to the best master’s theses, dedicated to the issues connected
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with the evolution of mechanical
production methods and techniques, and more generally to the
sector of production systems, the
UCIMU PRIZES are now an institution to which they look with
great interest: students, universities and associated companies.
The 2019 winners are: Alessandro Casartelli, Milan Polytechnic,
Science in Mechanical Engineering faculty, speakers Professor
Walter Terkaj and Marcello Urgo,
he won the prize with the thesis
“Design and reconfiguration of
modular transport systems using
answer set programming”. (Category: Economics, Management,
Organization and Communication in the Machine Tool and Mechanical Manufacturing Systems
sector).
Stefano Grulli, Polytechnic of
Milan, Faculty of Industrial and
Information Engineering, supervisor Professor Bianca Maria Colosimo, receives the award for the
degree paper “Intelligent defect
detection on a commercial in-situ
monitoring system for SLM” (Category: Applications of Robotics,
Mechatronics and Information
Technologies in Mechanical Manufacturing).
On the other hand, two winners
for the “Machine Tools and Production Systems: Conception,
Engineering, Integration, Technologies and Applications in Mechanical Manufacturing” category
Alessandro Elefanti, Polytechnic
of Milan, Faculty of Industrial
and Information Engineering, supervisor Professor Paolo Albertelli, wins the prize with the thesis
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“Development of a finite element
model for simulating cryogenic
milling of titanium Ti64AI4V”.
Anna Kaljevic, Polytechnic of
Milan, Faculty of Industrial and
Information Engineering, supervisor Professor Ali Gökhan Demir,
gets the prize for the thesis “Development of a LMWD system
with controlled atmosphere for
biodegradable processing μMgrare earth and permanent stainless alloys”.
To these are added the master’s
degree theses awarded for the
Category “Application Interest in
the Industrial Field” carried out

by: Nicola Chiavatti, University
of Perugia, Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering, supervisor Professor
Luca Landi, in collaboration with
the company COMEV, receives
the award for the degree thesis
“Remote monitoring of machine tools interconnected in 4.0
companies”. Francesco Passini,
University of Ferrara, Faculty of
Computer Engineering and Automation, supervisor Professor Cesare Stefanelli, in collaboration
with the Marposs company, wins
the prize with the thesis “Development of a predictive diagnostic
application for machine tools”.

Francesco Moretti, University of
Bologna - Forlì branch, Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, supervisor Professor Marco Troncossi,
in collaboration with Bucci Automations, wins the prize with
the thesis “Analysis and optimization of the vibratory behavior
of a transfer machine”. Marco
Rizzitelli, University of Bologna,
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, supervisor Professor Dario
Croccolo, in collaboration with
the company Bucci Automations,
wins the prize with the thesis
“Thermal-structural analysis of a
modern transfer machine”.
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First Italian construction site with
pipes made of 70% recycled plastic
Sewer pipes made at 70% with recycled plastic, with great impetus to
the circular economy and obvious reduction of the environmental impact, without any increase in cost and in the face of technical performances identical to those guaranteed by solutions that provide only
virgin plastic.
The Hera Group, also thanks to the skills of Aliplast - a company of the
Herambiente Group and the Italian leader in the treatment and recycling
of plastics - is the first company in Italy to have opened a construction
site that uses recycled plastics and traces of origin in the construction
of sewer pipes.
Work began in mid-April 2019, involving over two kilometers of black
sewage in the Rio Pircio area in the municipality of Bellaria-Igea Marina
(Emilia Romagna). With a total investment of 900 thousand euros, the
new recycled plastic pipes will ‘deliver’ to the existing network, and
then to the purifier, collecting the waste water from 43 utilities not connected to the sewer system.
For the development of the pre-production and for the tests in the laboratory, Hera made use of the skills of Idrotherm 2000, Italian excellence
in the construction of pipes for network services: this allowed Hera to
obtain a low-impact multilayer polyethylene pipe environmental, deriving for at least 70% from recovered material and, as such, certified PSV
(Plastic Second Life).

Luca Parmitano,
spacewalk to
cut the pipes of
the old cooling
system
Cutting the pipes of the old cooling system was the main objective of the spacewalk of the Italian
astronaut Luca Parmitano who,

together with his colleague Nasa
Andrew Morgan, conducted the
maintenance operations of the
antimatter hunter Ams-02 “with
the precision of a Swiss watch,
“said the head of the European
Space Agency (ESA) exploration
group, Bernardo Patti. For Astroluca - or Luca Skywalker, as they
call him on board the Space
Station - it was the second walk
among the stars. In the next exit,
the new cooling pumps will be
installed and the new system that
will feed them.
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Sireg, a Brianzabased company
that supports the
Tower of Pisa
and the Louvre
in Paris with its
pipes
With its tubes, it keeps the Tower
of Pisa straight (more or less) and
has prevented the Louvre from
sinking underground in Paris:
Sonja Blanc, CEO and third generation of Sireg, is the winner of
the GammaDonna 2019 award.
Sireg was created 83 years ago
by his grandfather Emilio and
was involved in tire regeneration;
it has developed, under the guidance of parents Edoardo and
Amelia, in the plastic materials
sector. Today it is a company at
the forefront of geotechnics and
civil engineering, with around
sixty employees and a turnover of
around 10 million euros, of which exports are worth 80 percent,
even if all production has remained in the establishments of Arcore and Agrate
The group is composed of four
companies, in particular Sireg
Geotech - cutting edge in innovation - is specialized in problem
solving in the building sector: it
ranges from valved pipes to composite materials used in the construction of infrastructures and
new buildings , the consolidation of land, the reinforcement of
existing structures to make them
earthquake-proof, or even in the

restoration of historic buildings. The Tower of Pisa, for example: the
steel tie rods positioned to anchor it to the ground were inserted into
the corrugated sheaths produced by the Arcore company, which protect
them from the risk of corrosion. And the Louvre: the ground where the
pavilion dedicated to Islamic art stands, inaugurated in 2012, resists
mudslides and water infiltrations because it has been reinforced with
special injections of cement mixtures made with a valved tube, which
allows this invisible intervention, but essential.
Sireg also covers other fields: seawater desalination plants used in tourist
villages in the Maldives and in large cruise ships, but also in the gardens
of the Sultan of the Qatar; fiberglass armor used for the Milan underground excavation, as before in Barcelona, London, Moscow, Sydney,
Lima, Cairo and New Delhi; in tunnels - like that of the Manica - not
using rigid but flexible metal pipes has considerable advantages; bars
and profiles in glass with vinylester resin, which can very well replace
steel in reinforced concrete in bridges, viaducts and infrastructures built in the Fifties and Sixties, which now need to be renewed, to avoid
collapses. Innovation is one of the key words of Sireg’s strategy, which
allocates about 5 percent of turnover to research and development, investing in the best talents and collaborating with prestigious universities.
“Innovation is a priority, which I have always
privileged since I have
the responsibility of the
company”, comments
Sonja Blanc in an interview with www.genioeimpresa.it. “In 2018
we filed two patents,
made in collaboration
with the universities
of Milan Bicocca and
Miami. With the first,
we have developed an
ITS (Injection Tube System) device that allows you to test cement injections with the tube in
the laboratory, reproducing the same conditions as the ground on which
you need to work. This prototype avoids field testing on site, as has been
done so far, saving considerably on costs. With the second we made
bars and strands of FRP (materials reinforced with polymeric root fibers)
that lengthen the life of the cement and make it resistant to chemical
and magnetic corrosion, as well as not rusting “.
The Arcore company looks to the future also with a view to eco-sustainability: the last born is the biodegradable tube, which dissolves in the
soil without polluting, like supermarket bags. It has already been purchased and used in a protected area, but in the face of environmental
emergency it could become, in the coming years, a bestseller.
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The neon tube sculptures of
Dan Flavin, master of American
Minimalism
“A sequence of implicit decisions in order to combine the traditions of
painting and sculpture in architecture with electric light acts that define
space”. It takes a lot of talent to transform the most aseptic light by definition - neon - into a work of art: the American Dan Flavin (New York,
1933-1996) has succeeded. Master of neon art, he was the first to use
light in an original way to create sculptures in space constructed exclusively from fluorescent lamps: white neon, some in the shape of a frame,
others juxtaposed, appear icons on the white walls, while the stains of
color of the compositions with iridescent tones fill the spaces and vary
according to the point of observation.
Dan Flavin’s light sculptures are now legendary, but woe to want to read
hidden meanings: he himself used to say of his art “it is what it is and it
is nothing else”. Flavin is one of the main exponents of Minimalism, an
artistic movement that was born in the United States in the early Sixties
in contrast to abstract expressionism and Pop art, claiming Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe’s concept of “less is more”. Minimalism corresponded to
a maximum simplification in terms of shapes and colors, almost always
tending to a geometric simplicity.
Responding to these principles, Flavin, since 1963 - the year in which
he created the Diagonal of May 25 - has worked exclusively with the
use of fluorescent light tubes, as they found on the market, creating
installations, or rather “situations”, always different depending on the
exhibition space. Flavin’s is a situationist experience because the works
require the full involvement of the observer and their perception changes according to the movement in space. Even the colors used (red,
blue, green, pink, yellow and four different whites) have always remained unchanged since 1963, allowing us to create a corpus of extraordinary formal and conceptual consistency.
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Padana Tubi, to
celebrate 50 years
of the company,
gave cardiology
prevention to all
employees
Free cardiological prevention for
all employees. It is the Christmas
gift that Padana Tubi of Guastalla,
in the province of Reggio Emilia,
and its patron Romano Alfieri did
to its employees, to celebrate the
half century of the company’s life.
Employees were offered - promoted in collaboration with the
Hospital Cardiology department
of the Local Health Unit of Reg-

gio Emilia - the opportunity to
undergo a cardio-vascular prevention screening that includes
anamnestic collection, electrocardiographic examination and
electrocardiogram printing, in
addition to a metabolic screening
with the possibility of detecting,
by drawing a drop of blood, nine
parameters. All were given a reminder containing their cardiovascular risk and the BancomHeart,
the special card that allows the
internet to consult their relevant
cardiovascular health data, simply and intuitively 24 hours a day,
from anywhere in the world.
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